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STREETFIGHTER 2   EXCELLENT       3 MONTHS        $1850 

      ALPHA  
  

LAI 26” LOWBOY 2 Player                 GREAT VALUE – WAS $1999 

 

     MIDWAY              EXCELLENT       3 MONTHS      $1800 

 SKINS GAME 
 

 Dedicated Original 2 Player – 26” Monitor                  WAS $1999 

      SEGA                EXCELLENT        3 MONTHS     $1650 
VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 
 
1995 2 Player Dedicated Cabinet – 26” monitor                  WAS $1950! 

  
 

STRIKERS            VERY GOOD       1 MONTH      $1550 
   1945     
     
Psikyo 1995 2 Player  – 26” CABINET          CLASSIC 90’S GAME 
 
 

SEGA VIRTUA FIGHTER 3   VERY GOOD      3 MONTHS       $1680 
 
 
 

 

 MEGA TOUCH EVO      EXCELLENT     3 MONTHS        $1650 

 COUNTER TOP 1995 
 
 

 

POPULAR FIGHTING GAME SERIES BY CAPCOM 1996 
In this sequel, players learn more about the warriors' past. This game allows Custom Combos, unlike the previous 
Alpha version. There is many hidden tricks, bugs, Easter eggs and cheats in this much sort after game. 
 

VERY POPULAR GOLF GAME – 1999 RELEASE 

SHOOT’EM UP ARCADE GAME 

 

REALISTIC 3D FIGHTING ACTION! 
 

Software Series 2006 Fully Workshopped and tested, released in 2003, Hundreds of Games 
like poker, mind games, puzzles, quizzes etc etc, Great bar top game. 
 

Sega's 3-D fighting game. Punch, kick or defend yourself against a variety of opponents.  
 

Dedicated Cabinet from the USA, excellent condition fully workshopped.  Released 1997  
 
A one-on-one martial arts fighting game. Players can choose one of twelve different fighters, originating from various nations, to fight 
battles in various arenas all over the world. The game's detailed 3-D graphics are meticulously rendered.The team battle mode allows 
up to eight players to test their skills against each other.  
Matches can be won by pushing the opponent out of the ring, knock out, or by having more stamina remaining after 
 the 30 seconds elapse. The Team Battle version of Virtua Fighter 3 is the fifth title in Sega's series, which was 
 originally released in 1996. Four other revisions were released in between, but as far as game play is concerned  
along with some major graphics changes, Virtua Fighter 3 Team Battle is an entirely new game. 

 
 

T E A M  B A T T L E  

LAI S type Convertible Cabinet 26" Monitor vertical orientation, excellent condition perfect 
clear picture, fully workshopped and tested.  
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     NEO GEO           EXCELLENT       3 MONTHS        $1899 

4 GAME MACHINE  
  

Dedicated NEO GEO 20” LOWBOY 2 Player MANY GAMES AVAILABLE! 

 

SPORTIVO DI VINCI    EXCELLENT     3 MONTHS         $750 
 SOCCER TABLE 
 
    

LET US CUSTOMISE A CABINET FOR YOU WITH YOUR OWN CHOICE OF GAME OR MULTI 
GAMES! 

 
 
 
 
 

                             
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

SEGA STANDUP        VG/EXCELLENT     3 MONTHS        $1850 
 GAME TABLE 
   WITH 60 GAMES! 

 20” MONITOR 2 Player                                       WAS $2450 
 

 

INCLUDES: SAMURAI SHOWDOWN 1 & 2 KING OF FIGHTERS 98 & 99 
NeoGeo is renowned for being very user friendly for home use and operators with interchangeable game cards great for 
fighting and puzzle games 

 

   UNIQUE HARD TO FIND STAND UP OR BAR STOOL HEIGHT GAME TABLE  
   WITH 60 RETRO GAMES INCLUDING: GALAGA, FROGGER, SPACE INVADERS, GALAXIAN, 
   DONKEY KONG, 1942, PACMAN, ETC ETC… 
 

WITH ATTRACTIVE BLACK LACQUERED FINISH 

PICTURE AS DEMO ONLY 
 

 

IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A 
PARTICULAR GAME OR CABINET TYPE 
GIVE US A CALL AND WE WILL FIND 

IT FOR YOU… 
CALL 08 8241 7370  

OR  
0427 755 510 

 

 

 
ZERO GUNNER           EXCELLENT       3 MONTHS       $1680 

LAI Upright Jamma Convertible Cabinet, 26" Nanao Monitor,  
Fully workshopped and tested.  
Released 1997  
Scrolling Shooter, A helicopter shooter that lets you fight against big and 
powerful bosses.  
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NBA JAM      EXCELLENT       3 MONTHS        $1850 
 

SILVER STRIKE          EXCELLENT     3 MONTHS        $1850 
BOWLING GAME 
 
 

WORLD CLASS            EXCELLENT        3 MONTHS       $1850 
  BOWLING 
 

  

SKINS GOLF        EXCELLENT     3 MONTHS        $1550 
 
     
 
 

POLICE TRAINER           EXCELLENT      3 MONTHS       $1650 
 
 
 

 

 THE SIMPSONS         EXCELLENT     3 MONTHS        $1750 

 BOWLING GAME 
 
 

 

LAI Upright (ex Ninja Turtles Cab) 26" Monitor excellent condition perfect clear picture, fully workshopped 
and tested .  1993 release 
 
4 Player Simultaneous ,We have all seen it: two-on-two basketball with digitised images of real NBA players, and no referee. Monster 
dunks and announcers, and a LOT of fun!  
Players choose an NBA team, each with two or three superstar players or at least their digitised faces, and play a side-scrolling 
basketball game, split into four quarters each new 3:00 quarter is a buy-in. Players can also enter their initials to keep track of their 
progress, which encouraged repeat business. In addition to high-flying dunks and rainbow three-pointers, players can push each other 
to the ground without being called for fouls .Very collectable game 

 

LAI Low Boy (fat boy) Convertible Cabinet 26" Monitor excellent condition perfect clear 
picture, fully workshopped and tested . Released 2000  
 
PGA Tour Golf is similar to the Golden Tee Golf series, but you choose a player to play in 
addition to a course. 
 

 

LAI Upright 26" Monitor excellent condition perfect clear picture,fully workshopped and 
tested . Released 2000  A 3-D bowling game featuring the characters from the popular cartoon series.  
Konami/Fox Interactive, the Simpson's Bowling, The maker, released only 1 machine in our database under this trade name. At the 
beginning of the game, players can choose either Standard or Spares Bowling and then either Normal or Easy Controls. Next, each player 
can choose to be one of eight characters including Bart, Lisa, Homer, Marge, Mr. Burns, Apu, Willie and Krusty The Clown.  
This game has cartoon dialogue and commentary where each player character either ridicules or compliments another player character 
between turns. Much have game for anyone that collects The Simpsons. 

 

LAI Low Boy Jamma Convertible Cabinet 26" Monitor excellent condition perfect clear 
picture, Fully workshopped and tested.  Released 1997  
A bowling game from Incredible Technologies.  
4 player. This is a must for any games room. 
 

LAI Upright Jamma Convertible Cabinet, 26" Nanao Monitor, fully workshopped and 
tested. 
Released 1997  
A target shooting game where you train to become a police officer. Pass each 
stage to advance in rank.  
Perfect passive game sure to keep your eye in. 
 

 

LAI Upright 26" Monitor excellent condition perfect clear picture, fully workshopped and tested  
Released 2000 
A realistic golf game where you play up to 18-holes on one of three authentically recreated courses from Arizona, Illinois, or Florida. Skilled 
players can use the keypad to store secret codes. The game had four modes of play. The Tournament mode allowed players to compete 
against others around the world for cash and prizes when the Midway Tournament Network was operational. The Competitive mode was 
realistic simulation with control for forward and back spin. The Extreme mode allowed the player to control the ball in air in addition to forward 
and back spin. The Hole In One contest allowed you to control the ball in the air and apply forward or back spin. You had three chances to get 
a hole in one to move to the next hole. All four modes include power ups such as Mulligans, Power Shots, Perfect Power Shots, Anti-Hazard 
Shots, and Grenade golf balls that would explode. 
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19XX       EXCELLENT       3 MONTHS        $1850 

The War Against Destiny 

SEGA RALLY              EXCELLENT     3 MONTHS        $5800 

TWIN DRIVING GAME 
 

WANGAN        EXCELLENT      3 MONTHS       $5500 
MIDNIGHT RUN  
   
 

  

**Attention Customers** 
If you have a game in mind and we haven't got it showing on the web site simply call and we will 
track it down for you. There has been many games released over the years we can't keep them in 
stock at all times but we will do our best to source what you want at a very competitive price.  
 
Where we state the game/cabinet has been workshopped, we have replaced anything that required 
attention and the monitor has been checked for clarity and any adjustments have been made, where 
required, all trackball and joysticks have been checked for faults and serviced when required.  
Please note we include 3 months warranty and FREE delivery is included for local CBD.  
We are not backyarders and we stand by every thing we do, so you can be confident when 
purchasing your games. 
 
 

DAYTONA TWIN         EXCELLENT     3 MONTHS        $7500 

DRIVING GAME 
 
 

 

LAI Upright 26" Monitor excellent condition perfect clear picture, fully workshopped and tested .  
Released 1995  
Scrolling Shooter A modern airplane shooter.This is the final game in the 194X series. The graphics are great, the big airplanes are 
tough but with a super weapon, you will stand a chance.You can choose between 3 fighters, each of which has a different mix of 
speed, default weapon-power, and homing weapon-power.SHOOT is for the primary weapons, and BOMB controls a limited number of 
special weapons you can get extra by collecting powerups.During the game, if you hold down SHOOT for a short time, a power-shot 
missile will be released and whatever it hits will be "locked" for a period of time or until it is destroyed. While the target is "locked", you 
will fire extra weapons that automatically home in on the locked target. 
 

Fully Reconditioned  Released 1998  
 
Two rally cars race each other on four tracks: Sand (easy), Forest (medium), Snow (hard) and Riviera (final). Pass the checkpoints within 
the time limit. Compete against another player or against the computer opponent.Race your car around the tracks and earn extra time by 
reaching checkpoints. There are two modes: Practice and Championship. In Practice mode, you race against one or more cars by 
selecting one of four tracks and racing a number of laps. In Championship mode you race an equal number of laps per course and each 
successive track becomes more difficult.You compete against 14 other cars that are either computer or player controlled. There is also a 
View Change button that lets the player choose between two different driving perspectives: behind the car and inside the car. The tracks 
are as follows: Desert (easy), Mountain (medium), Snow (expert), and Riviera (Final). 

 

Fully Reconditioned Released 1994 JAPANESE VERSION 
This is a checkpoint-style racing game, featuring realistic physics and multi-player action. It features three different racing 
tracks, multiple player views (4), and numerous "secrets". It is a superb racer that will be the benchmark for many years to 
come.This game will certainly go down in history as a classic. Few games have realised such a transmission of visceral 
thrill and emotional competitiveness to the extent that Daytona has. The force-feedback steering is amazingly responsive 
and adds incredibly to the game play, allowing players to feel the road, and the bumps and impacts of other cars. The 
games superb physics model allows for depth and complexity that, in my opinion, has rarely been matched.  

Fully Reconditioned Released 2001  
A high-speed street racing game from Namco, Players cruise around Tokyo looking for a racing 
opponent and when they find one, the game enters race combat mode. The car has a life gauge that 
dwindles down when you are behind in a race until you are left with a stalled car as the gauge shows 
empty. If you stay in front the game will last longer but you have to drive maniacally to stay in front for 
long. 
 

 



Are you looking for a place to hold a  
                                       function?  

 
Are you looking for a place to hold a function or 
something different to do with your members or club 
that’s not going to cost the earth?  
 

Here at Amusement Worx, we have a room 
 full of pinball machines, driving simulators,  
the old style table top video games 
and interactive games.  
 

We specialise in pinball, so we always have  
over 20 to play, plus everyone’s favourite  
machine – the Daytona twin!  

                                           
All are on free play, so you just have to walk  
 up and push the start button - that’s when the  

                                            fun starts.  
 

We can organise food platters for up to 30 
 people, or you can bring your own. We do  

have a BBQ - just let us know what you require. We will tailor a 
package to suit. Children’s(or Adult’s) birthday parties are a specialty!!  
 

We have helped many social and  
Corporate clubs to organize their function,  
and they keep coming back for more. So 
stop worrying where, what & how and  
just concentrate on when!!  
 

Centrally located on Torrens Road, just 
10 minutes out of the CBD. We are very 
flexible on times and days.  
 
Phone or email Simon now for more details on  
08 8241 7370 or simon.w@amusementworx.com.au or 
 visit our website at www.amusementworx.com.au 
 

Amusement Worx 287 Torrens Road, West Croydon 5008 


